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ENGAGE YOUR BRAIN

I have always had a answer for most things, so when swimmers 
have said to me in the past ?Coach, this session is boring!? I have 
always responded with: ?if you find the session boring? it 's because 
you're failing to make it interesting!?   One of the most important 
things a swimmer needs to do is become engaged during training. 
Here are a few ideas of things to focus on while you battle your way 
through another ?boring? training session. 

1) LOOK DOWN  

Everyone jokes about following the black line in training, but there 
are plenty of athletes who spent more time looking for the wall 
than down at the pool bottom. Raising your head out of the neutral 
position does wonky things with your body position - not to 
mention it can give you a seriously sore neck. Relaxing your neck to 
lower your head may, at first, feel like you?re burying it. Ask a coach 
or a teammate to tell you if your senses are giving you accurate 
information. The waterline should be about mid-hat on the top of 
your head, deep enough that when you rotate to breathe, one 
goggle is easily submerged. 

2) FINISH PAST THE WALL 

Frequently, sprinters are the only ones who seem to grasp this 
concept - and only during their faster sets. What?s the difference 
between finishing well in a fast set and making sure to touch the 
wall before lift ing your head during a warm up? Really, there is 
none. Your body will do in a race what it has practiced doing in 
training sessions, and if it has learned two different behaviours? 
your body is going to pick the easier option when you?re too dead 
exhausted to tell it differently. 

For distance athletes - maybe most races don?t come down to 
touch-outs, but how great is it to be able to brag that you 
out-touched your competition by .01 of a second? Or, in a race that 
isn?t supposed to be so close, would you rather explain to coach 
how lifting your head and gliding into the wall managed to ensure 
you missed a placing in a race by a hundredth of a second? 

So here it is - whether it?s the repetitions during your warm up, 
swimdown, hard aerobic work or guns blazing pace sets, dr ive 
hard int o t hat  wall. It?s not hard to do, and everyone loves 
down-to-the-wire victory stories. Especially the victors. 

3) WHERE?S YOUR HAND? 

When you?re swimming, can you answer this question? Where do 
you place your hand in the water? Where do you lock into your 

catch on the water, and what?s the pattern of your pull? When you 
do butterfly do you make a keyhole shape, or do you pull straight 
down like two simultaneous freestyle arm pulls? Knowing where 
your hand is in the water can help create a physical awareness that 
will allow you to make adjustments in a set as you get tired. Know 
what swimming ?right? feels like, so you can keep your body 
engaged as it gets tired. 

Also, building a kinaesthetic awareness can help you make changes 
in your stroke - like if you sweep out too wide in your catch, or cross 
over underneath your body as you pull. Ask a coach to look at your 
stroke for suggestions. 

4) COUNT YOUR KICKS 

If are you doing an underwater kick set, counting your kicks is the 
best way to get across the pool without panicking that you are 
going to drown. There is just something about knowing that there 
are only ?x amount? of kicks to go before you can surface and gulp in 
sweet air for a few seconds before having to resubmerge and do it 
again. 

Counting doesn?t just help with kick sets though - knowing how 
many kicks you take off each wall in a race can help you prepare in 
training to become better. Experiment - do you swim faster with a 
few more kicks? Or fewer? Once you know the number (I personally 
like 8 kicks) try to maintain it off every single wall. If you?re doing 
repeat 200s, make sure that last wall has the same (or more!) kicks 
as the first wall. If you don?t count, you won?t know. 

5) COUNT YOUR STROKES 

Along the same lines as counting your kicks, counting your strokes 
provides a good idea of where you are in the pool, and how your 
training compares to your racing. If you are practicing at race pace 
and you know you take 15 strokes a length, but today you?re hitting 
19, think about holding onto more water, and maybe slowing the 
arms down a litt le. If you usually are at 15 and today it?s only taking 
13 strokes to get down the length? see if you can decipher what?s 
different. Are you going slower? Are you going faster? Are you 
taking more kicks off the wall than usual? Are you holding onto 
water better? Knowing what you are doing in training is a good way 
towards becoming your best self.

6) WHAT?S YOUR TIME? 

While at one point or another, we all want to kill the clock because 
the send-offs come round too soon, or time stops and training
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seems to take forever, the clock is a tool for you. Use it. Know your 
times - on everything. If you know your splits for a warm up of 
400m?. That?s probably overkill. However, knowing how fast your 
?easy? is will give you an idea of where you stand before the session 
even begins. You might feel bad in the water, but if you look at the 
clock during warm up and see you?re cranking out 1:15s on easy 
100s - maybe despite how you?re feeling? your body is ready to get 
on with work!  The other part of this is remembering your times. I 
have lost count the amount of times I?ve heard coaches ask their 
athletes, ?What?s a good time for you on this set?? and all they get is 
a shrug in response, or a wild guess after a hesitation. Don?t be that 
athlete.

7) TURNS 

Keep your head down as you turn. Do not raise your head. Do not 
grab the wall and try to climb to the ceiling before giving up and 
resubmerging to push off dejectedly in the other direction. Turns 
are like finishes for many people ? you?ve got so many of them 
during the session that you just sort of tune them out. In some 
aspects, turns are worse, because there are so many more. That?s 
good news as well as bad. Because there are so many turns, and 
because you can get sloppy in longer sets where you?d rather think 
about the latest gossip on Facebook or what you have for dinner, 
often you train your bodies to be sloppy where turns are 
concerned. Heads raised, feet crossed, one-handed open turns - all 
sloppy. All fixable. Your session gives you the opportunity to 
practice so many turns, if you think about them all the way through 
your sets, in the space of just one set, you can begin to make a 
difference in your swimming. That?s pretty cool, right? The 
downside is that to keep any alterations you make? you?ll have to 
keep thinking ? for many swimming sessions, until the changes take 
hold and your body forgets how bad it once was in light of how 
good it has now become. 

8) BREAKOUTS 

I wonder whether you have ever heard another athlete tell their 
coach that they could have swum a better 100m butterfly, if their 
breakouts weren?t so bad? Got caught under water? Kicked too far 
that their feet were breaking the surface? Lost momentum? Or just 
plain stopped in the water?  Don?t be that swimmer. When you?re 
dealing with breakouts, some sort of speed is key. Gliding to the 
surface is not okay. Off every wall, you have a chance to figure out 

what the best way for you to begin swimming is. Coaches can give 
excellent pointers on things like this. 

9) WHAT?S THE POINT? 

Usually I don?t condone asking questions during a session, but if 
you?re really stuck for things to think about, this question can 
sometimes work wonders. Occasionally a coach will ask you to do 
something that sounds a bit strange. Maybe it?s a 200m of 
backwards swimming. Maybe it?s butterfly with a freestyle kick. 
Maybe you?ll spend twenty minutes swimming in circles without 
touching the wall - whatever it is, sometimes asking what the point 
of a crazy notion is, is a good idea. Knowing what you should be 
striving to accomplish in the session is part of the point, after all - 
it?s no good going through the motions if you won?t be able to 
measure your own success! 

But don?t ask questions when it?s an aerobic set that you?re trying to 
get out of. You?re not going to escape. 

10) EAVESDROP 

If you?ve run out of things to think about in practice, then this litt le 
nugget might get your brain going again. Listen to what your coach 
tells other athletes. Think about your own stroke, and whether you 
are doing what your coach is asking someone else to do. This one 
requires a lot of control: if Coach tells Swimmer A he needs to stop 
reaching so far on his freestyle and you take the advice, you may 
not be getting from it what Swimmer A would (if they have turned 
their brain on and listened). Maybe your freestyle arms are already 
right. The point of eavesdropping is trying to gain nuggets to 
compare to your own technique and see if there are areas where 
you might be able to improve. But check with your coach first 
before making any radical changes! 

If you have any other thoughts or ideas for things to work on and 
think about during your swimming sessions? Implement 
them......and SwimSmart. 
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